We report on high-order-harmonic generation in nanoparticle-containing laser ablation plasmas using a Ti:sapphire driving laser at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and on the relation of the harmonic signals with the morphological and spectroscopic characteristics of the ablation deposits. The study of the deposits has allowed the definition of ablation conditions, leading to the generation of a plasma containing nanoparticles of similar sizes to the ones used as target material. The corresponding plasma plumes lead to efficient conversion of the IR photons towards the short-wavelength range through high-order harmonic generation and show superior performance to those corresponding to bulk targets of the same metallic element.
I. INTRODUCTION
Methods for improving the notoriously low efficiency of frequency conversion of coherent photons from commonly used laser sources towards the short-wavelength range include those related with monitoring the processes involved at the microscopic level and those related with macroscopic effects of the laser-matter interaction. Studies of high-order-harmonic generation (HHG), as a most commonly used process for frequency up-conversion of laser radiation from the infrared to the extreme ultraviolet, have incorporated various procedures for improving the conversion efficiency. Gases and surfaces, and more recently laser plasmas, are the nonlinear media subjected to these investigations. Initially, the reported frequency conversion efficiency (η) in these media did not exceed 10 −8 -10 −7 , values which are absolutely insufficient for either scientific studies or for practical application of these xuv sources. Investigations of HHG from gaseous media (initiated in 1987 [1] [2] [3] ) and from laser plasmas (initiated in 1992 [4] ) are connected with the search of advanced methods for improvement of the harmonic conversion efficiency. Nowadays, the quest for new methods remains as one of the main goals of nonlinear optics.
The very low values of η reported for HHG are related with few peculiarities of the frequency up-conversion process in isotropic low-density media. For low-order harmonic generation (HG) in condensed media (i.e., nonlinear crystals), the initially low values of η [5] were considerably improved (up to 10 −1 -6 × 10 −1 ) thanks to the development of the phase-matching technique, which facilitates the participation of large amount of emitters, at typical densities of 10 23 -10 24 cm −3 , involving the whole length of the nonlinear condensed medium. For generation of coherent radiation in a shorter wavelength region via frequency up-conversion, other nonlinear media had to be sought to avoid the considerable absorption during propagation of converted photons. Gases and, more recently, laser-generated plasmas have replaced condensed materials as media for HG of short-wavelength radiation. However, in these cases, the low concentrations of emitters (∼10 17 -10 18 cm −3 ) results in considerably low η values for HHG, due to the quadratic dependence on density [1] . To amend the low HHG conversion efficiencies, various approaches have been proposed based on improving the influence of macroscopic propagation effects on the process of wavelength conversion. Those include optimization of the Gouy phase, addition to the nonlinear medium of a species with positive or negative dispersion for achieving phase matching, application of quasi-phase-matching conditions using few gas jets, laser beam aperturing, etc. ( [2, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ; also see monograph [11] and references therein).
Another strategy to improve the HG conversion efficiency involves consideration of the microscopic processes, e.g., those related with the response of single atoms/ions instead of considering the nonlinear medium as an ensemble. To that purpose, the involvement of resonance processes in the enhancement of the nonlinear optical response of the medium has been considered. This was demonstrated for low-order HG in the vacuum ultraviolet (80-100 nm [11] ). However, the use of a limited number of gaseous media did not allow the application of this effect to HHG in the xuv range. Alternatively, it was found that laser-generated plasmas were exceptionally suitable media in the search for resonance effects that could enhance the nonlinear response for a single harmonic in the short-wavelength range. One example is the laser-generated plasma from indium, where resonant effects lead to conversion efficiencies for HHG of around 10 −4 for a single (13th) harmonic [12] . This value is 1 order of magnitude higher than that measured in gases [10] and plasmas [13] using various of the above-mentioned approaches related with improving the contribution of macroscopic processes in conditions far from resonance.
The use of clusters as nonlinear media is a scheme that has also been explored to increase the values of η in HHG. The first attempts in this direction were made using gaseous clusters [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In this case, the improvement of η is not only related with the increase of concentration of emitters, but also with specific properties of clusters. The cross section of recombination of the accelerated electron with the parent ion is higher for clusters than for atoms [20] . Also investigated are the effect on HG efficiency of the local field enhancement in the cluster vicinity, and of the plasmonic properties of nanoparticles and nanoantennas in gaseous media [21] [22] [23] [24] . In particular, the increase of HHG generation efficiency due to surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effects was demonstrated in fullerene media [25, 26] . Recently, due to the wide availability of nanoparticles in the market, it has become possible to generate by laser ablation a plasma containing a large amount of nanoparticles, and the enhancement of HHG in nanoparticle plasmas has been confirmed in various laboratories ( [27] [28] [29] , see also the review of those studies [30] ). The reported improvement in η using various metal clusters showed the appeal of this approach.
However, former HHG studies in nanoparticle laser plasmas were only carried out using relatively low-repetition-rate lasers (10 Hz) due to the difficulty of maintaining a stable nanoparticle-containing plasma plume at high pulse repetition rates. As the harmonic average power increases with the repetition rate, it is highly desirable to maintain the concentration of nanoparticles in the plasma upon repetitive irradiation of the cluster-containing ablation target. A search for methods to ensure stable cluster concentration in the plasma will facilitate the increase, not only of the values of η in HHG, but also of the average power of generated harmonics. At the same time, stable nanoparticle plasma conditions allow the investigation of the effect of various cluster properties, particularly SPR, in HG.
In this work, we demonstrate a method for stabilization of laser plasma plumes containing metal (Ag, Al, and Cu) nanoparticles, analyze the morphology and absorption spectra of the ablation deposits, and show the advantages of using a nanoparticle-containing plasma for HHG at a high pulse repetition rate (1 kHz). Analysis of the properties of the ablation materials deposited on a substrate has allowed defining the conditions to generate plasmas, which contain nanoparticles of the same characteristics as the ones used as target material. Comparison with the harmonics generated in the ablation plasmas of bulk targets of the same metallic element clearly demonstrates the superior efficiency of the nanoparticle-based targets. We also discuss the mechanisms of efficient HG in cluster-containing media.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A 1-kHz chirped pulse amplification (CPA) Ti:sapphire laser (Red Dragon, KML, Inc.) was used as the main laserdriving source. Part of the uncompressed CPA radiation was split off from the beam line prior to the compressor stage (780 nm, 1.3 mJ, 160 ps) and used for ablation of the targets placed in a vacuum chamber (Fig. 1) . This beam was loosely focused onto the target with a spot size of about 500 μm. The resulting intensity on the target surface, in the range of 6 × 10 9 -2 × 10 10 W cm −2 , created a weakly ionized plasma plume. After a delay of ∼40 ns, required for formation and expansion of the plume away from the surface of the target, the compressed laser pulse (780 nm, 1 mJ, 30 fs) was focused onto the plasma using a 200-mm focal length mirror at an intensity of 4 × 10 14 W cm −2 to generate the high-order harmonics. The distance between the target and the fundamental beam axis was maintained at ∼100 μm. The position of the focus relative to the plume was chosen to maximize HG efficiency. The harmonic emission was analyzed using an xuv spectrometer consisting of a flat field grating and a microchannel plate coupled to a phosphor screen. Images of harmonics were captured using a CCD camera.
Nanoparticle powders were purchased from US Research Nanomaterials, Inc. Small-sized (20-25 nm) Ag, Al, and Cu nanoparticles were used in most of the experiments, although we also investigated large (100-150 nm) Ag and Al nanoparticles. We aimed at comparing the characteristic morphology and size of the initial nanoparticles constituting the ablation target material with those of the deposits collected on silicon wafers placed at a distance of 4 cm. The range of sizes also provided the case for studying the dependence of the nonlinear optical response of the corresponding laser plasmas on this parameter. The nanoparticle powders were prepared as targets by mixing with cyanoacrylate-based glue and coating the surface of a rotating rod with the mixture. The coated layer was further polished to offer a uniform surface to laser irradiation. To prevent overheating and damage of the same spot of the target from repeated laser ablation pulses, the rods were rotated at a speed of 15 rpm during ablation. This technique has been recently introduced in the case of bulk targets and fullerene powders and has shown to be advantageous compared with static targets [31, 32] . We compared HHG in nanoparticle-based plasmas and in plasmas generated by laser ablation of bulk targets of the same metallic elements (i.e., Ag, Al, and Cu). Characterization of the plasma debris collected on the silicon substrates was carried out by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Characterization of ablation deposits
The as-supplied nanoparticles were analyzed by TEM. were combined in aggregates, containing thousands of separate clusters, as also shown in the SEM images displayed in Fig. 3 .
To compare the dependence of the properties of the deposits with the high-order nonlinear optical response of the lasergenerated plasma under different ablating conditions, the nanoparticle-coated rotating rods were ablated using 160-ps pulses of the Ti:sapphire laser at 1 kHz, as well as 10-ns pulses from a Nd:YAG laser operating at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. Figure 4 shows the SEM pictures of the material ejected upon ablation of Ag, Al, and Cu nanoparticles using 160-ps and 10-ns pulses. One can see that the characteristic sizes of the deposited nanostructured layer resemble those of the initial pristine nanoparticle targets (Fig. 3) . Notice that we used moderate laser ablation intensities (1 × 10 10 and 3 × 10 9 W cm −2 for 160-ps and 10-ns pulses, respectively), corresponding in each case to conditions of optimal HG. Overexcitation of the nanoparticle-containing targets, by using higher fluences, did not yield nanostructured deposits as did those appearing in the images of Fig. 4 , but rather a layer of chaotically appearing aggregates. Also, at high ablation fluences, the HHG yield decreased considerably or completely disappeared after a few thousand ablation pulses (i.e., after a few seconds of target irradiation), even when using the rotating target. We also analyzed the deposits generated upon laser ablation of the bulk metals (Ag, Al, and Cu) at the ablation conditions that ensured optimum HHG conversion efficiency in the corresponding ablation plumes. Under these conditions, and contrary to the observation in the case of nanoparticle-based targets, the collected deposits did not show any evidence of nanoparticles and mostly present a flat surface, indicative of a layer created by atomic species (neutrals and ions) evaporated from the target and deposited on the substrate. For ablation with 160-ps pulses, only when the ablation intensity was substantially increased (>3 × 10 10 W cm targets resulted in extremely inefficient HHG. Production of nanoparticles by laser ablation of metallic targets is a wellstudied phenomenon (see, for example, [33, 34] ). However, the use of high ablation fluences results in the generation of large free-electron densities, which is a detrimental factor in HHG due to the electron contribution to the phase vector mismatch between the driving and harmonic waves. This explains why, under ablation conditions leading to nanoparticle production in the plume of bulk metallic targets, the HHG signals are extremely weak; in this case, the presence of nanoparticles in the plasma does not compensate for the deteriorated phase mismatch conditions caused by overionization and production of large electron densities. Notice another extreme case when, by ablation of silver at an intensity of 10 13 W cm −2 , HG has previously been attributed to newly generated Ag nanoparticles [35] .
The morphological characterization of ablation deposits was complemented by measurements of their absorption spectra. These measurements, performed using the plasma plume debris collected on glass substrates, are illustrated in Fig. 6 for the case of silver. Figure 6(a) shows the appearance of a strong absorption band in the vicinity of the 400-500 nm region for deposits obtained by ablation of 25-nm silver nanoparticles using 160-ps and 10-ns pulses. The absorption band in each case is ultimately associated with the SPR of this metal and its position and width are related with the shape, size, structure, and assembly of the nanoparticles [36] . In fact, for this metal, one can note that the SPR band appearing on the deposits obtained by ablation with 160-ps pulses is related with the presence of small-sized silver clusters (3-5 nm). The TEM images of the as-supplied nanoparticle powder shown in Fig. 2 indicate the presence of nanoparticles with smaller sizes than the nominal 25 nm. Thus the SPR band of these deposits reveals both the presence of nanoparticles directly ejected from the target and of those generated by disintegration of larger ones. The shape of the SPR band for deposits produced by ablation with 10-ns pulses is broader and redshifted with respect to that of the 160-ps pulse-induced deposits, indicating the larger characteristic sizes of deposits grown with ablation using longer laser pulses. In the spectral region explored, above 350 nm, the deposits corresponding to ablation of Al nanoparticles did not show any characteristic absorption feature. This is most probably related with the sizes of the deposited nanostructures that, for values below ≈50 nm, should present a SPR band at shorter wavelengths (<300 nm [37] ) than those explored. For the Cu-nanoparticle-based target, absorption spectra of deposits (not shown) also displayed a band in the vicinity of 600 nm, which can be assigned to the SPR of this metal [38] . However, this band is less defined as compared with the case of silver.
Absorption measurements of nanoparticle deposits originated from bulk silver upon ablation with 160-ps pulses, at the same high-fluence conditions as in Fig. 5(a) , also show a strong absorption band, in this case centered at around 475 nm [ Fig. 6(b) , thick curve]. This is in sharp contrast with the absence of any particular spectral feature on the deposits collected by ablation with 10-ns pulses [ Fig. 6(b) , thin curve]. This difference can be understood in reference to Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), which show flat deposits for 10-ns ablation. This morphology is indicative of a highly atomized plume, mostly constituted by atoms and ions, which, once impinging on the substrate, produce a non-nanostructured metallic layer. It should be stressed that these ablation conditions did not lead to a measurable HHG signal.
B. Harmonic generation from nanoparticle-containing plasmas
Recently, HHG in laser plasmas generated from powderlike targets has been demonstrated using C 60 and a high-pulserepetition laser [32] . In the present study, we extend this application to nanomaterials of considerably larger sizes with a 1-kHz driving laser. The use of relatively large nanoparticles (of ∼20 nm in diameter) is expected to enhance the HHG yield, in reference to the small 0.7-nm fullerenes, due to the higher concentration of harmonic emitters [11] . The present experiments also provide the opportunity to compare HHG from single particles generated by ablation of bulk metal targets (atoms and ions) with clusters and agglomerates of atoms of the same element, entrained in the plume upon ablation of nanoparticle-based targets. Finally, we can study the effect of the nanoparticle size (∼20 nm vs ∼100-150 nm) on the nonlinear optical response of the plasma. The use of a high-repetition-rate driving laser (1 kHz) is advantageous for the above studies as, by increasing the average power of the generated harmonics, less time is required for collecting all necessary data for a comparison of the highorder nonlinear optical properties of different plasmas. The application of 10-ns, 10-Hz heating pulses have also demonstrated harmonic generation from nanoparticle-containing plasmas; however, since our task was to analyze HHG from a high-pulse-repetition-rate laser, in what follows we concentrate on the results obtained using 160-ps, 1-kHz heating pulses. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the harmonics generated between 40 and 65 nm from plasmas of a 25-nm silvernanoparticle-based target and from bulk silver upon the same 160-ps-pulse-induced ablation conditions (distance between the target surface and driving beam, ablation pulse duration, delay between ablation and driving pulses, etc.). Figure 7(a) shows CCD images of the harmonics, while Fig. 7(b) presents the relative intensity of the corresponding harmonic signals, which is in the range of 5-7 times higher for harmonics generated from nanoparticle-based targets compared with the HHG from ablation of bulk targets. The morphological and 033803-5 spectroscopic characterization of the deposits, presented in Sec. III A, indicates that by ablating with 160-ps pulses, the former targets give rise to a plume mostly constituted by nanoparticles, while the plume of the bulk metal, at equal experimental conditions, is mostly populated with atomic species. It is also seen that the divergence and spectral width of the harmonics in the nanoparticle plumes are considerably larger than those of the atomic plumes. The image of nanoparticle-induced harmonics also displays spectral lines of ions generated by laser ablation of the metallic nanoparticles [ Fig. 7(a), upper panel] . One can note that ionic lines in these spectra are related to the presence of a relatively large amount of free electrons in the plasma plume.
The role of electrons in deteriorating the conditions of HHG in gaseous media and plasmas has been investigated before. It has been reported [39] that strong harmonic emission from plasmas, mostly constituted by atomic species, was obtained in absence of the xuv spectra of plasma lines from excited ions. The simultaneous appearance of strong harmonics and ion lines points toward the growing influence of large clusters for creating favorable conditions for HHG, even in the presence of some amount of free electrons. The prevailing influence of nanoparticles over free electrons in HHG, attributed to the increased cross section of recombination of the accelerated electron and to local field enhancement effects related with their plasmonic properties, is an interesting peculiarity of this process which needs further investigation.
For Al targets, the ratio of intensities between the harmonics generated from 20-nm nanoparticle-based targets and bulk metal targets was larger than from Ag and measured in the 7-11 range (Fig. 8) . As in the case of Ag, the former targets produce harmonics with larger divergence and spectral width at equal experimental conditions. In the case of the Al nanoparticle plasma, contrary to the case of Ag, we did not detect ion spectral lines alongside HG. The absence of ion lines signposts the lesser degree of ionization, and thus the lower free-electron density in the Al-based plumes, also partly explaining the better enhancement ratio, as compared with Ag, of the nanoparticle-based target with respect to the bulk metal. Notice that we optimized the HHG from nanoparticles for both Ag and Al clusters. The excitations of cluster-containing targets at these conditions were different. Particularly, for Ag clusters, we used higher heating pulse intensity to achieve maximum conversion efficiency, compared with the case of aluminum nanoparticles. This difference in excitation at optimal conditions, when the strongest harmonics were achieved in both cases, led to appearance of ionic emission from silver nanoparticle plasma, while no analogous emission was registered from the plasma plumes containing Al clusters. Another reason for observing a better ratio in the case of aluminum species could be related with the higher efficiency of HHG from the plasmas created on the Ag bulk targets compared with the Al bulk targets.
Copper nanoparticles showed low HHG efficiency, possibly caused by less favorable plasma formation conditions involving aggregation into large nanoparticles during laser ablation. It should be mentioned that ablation of the glue used to coat the rotating rods with nanoparticle powders did not yield either HG nor atomic plasma emissions at the various experimental conditions investigated, thus confirming that the species responsible for harmonic generation are solely associated with the metallic samples.
The conditions of harmonics registration presented in Figs. 7 and 8 were different for the Ag and Al nanoparticles cases, since they were optimized with regard to the bulk species. The difference was particularly related to the collection time by the CCD camera. Figure 9 shows the relative harmonics from Ag-and Al-nanoparticle-containing 033803-6 plasma plumes at equal conditions of registration, which is useful for direct comparison of the harmonic yields from these media.
The larger divergence of the harmonics generated from nanoparticle-based targets, as observed for Ag and Al, could be attributed to the stronger influence in the overall yield of HG of the long trajectories of the accelerated electrons. This assumption is related to the increased recombination cross section of the returning electron moving along the long trajectory with larger particles and subsequent increased emission of harmonic photons.
We only observed relatively low-order harmonics from Agand Al-nanoparticle-containing plasmas (in the range of the 21st and 27th harmonics) as compared with plasmas constituted by metallic atomic species (41st and 59th harmonics from Al and Ag targets, respectively). This is possibly because, in the former case, neutral metallic atoms within the plasma nanoparticles, with their relatively low ionization potential, are the main nonlinear species contributing to HG. In the meantime, in plasmas generated from bulk metallic targets, the contribution from atomic ions is predominant, leading to the extension of the harmonic cutoff.
The absolute value of conversion efficiency for the harmonics generating in the plateau region in the case of ablation of a bulk silver was estimated to be ∼10 −5 . An analogous value of conversion efficiency at approximately the same conditions was reported in [40] , where the absolute measurements of harmonic efficiency from silver-containing plasma were carried out. From these estimates and relative intensities of harmonics from the plasmas produced on the bulk and cluster samples, the conversion efficiencies from small Ag-and Al-nanoparticle-containing plasmas were defined to be 6 × 10 −5 and 2 × 10 −5 , respectively. These estimates show that, in the case of silver nanoparticle plasma, the maximum energy of each harmonic pulse in the range of the 13th to 21st orders was 6 × 10 −8 J. Correspondingly, the average power of those harmonics at a 1-kHz pulse repetition rate was 60 μW.
We also investigated, under the present experimental conditions, the process of HHG in plasmas generated from 100 to 150 nm Ag and from 100-nm Al nanoparticles. The enhancement of the harmonic signal from these large nanoparticles with respect to that of the bulk target was found negligible. Ablation of targets constituted by larger nanoparticles most probably leads to the entrainment of larger clusters in the plume. This causes the reduction of the local field effect and contributes to a larger absorption probability of the generated short-wavelength radiation, explaining the observed effect. The optimal sizes of the nanoparticles participating in HG is an unresolved issue that should be investigated further due to the necessity of defining the relative role of the different competitive mechanisms of HHG in clustered plasmas.
In all, the comparative measurements of HG from three different plasmas containing Ag, Al, and Cu nanoparticles of approximately the same size (∼20-25 nm) have shown that Ag nanoparticles provide the highest conversion efficiency into the xuv range. The superior performance of silver could be attributed to the influence of the SPR of this metal. The wavelength of the second harmonic of the driving field (390 nm) almost coincides with the short-wavelength wing of the broad SPR band of the Ag nanoparticle emitters (see Fig. 6 ). This effect is foreseen to enhance the nonlinear susceptibility of the medium and favor the HHG yield. Although it is still unclear how the size of the plasma nanoparticles influences the enhancement of harmonic yield, it is expected that the increase of nanoparticle size would lead to an increase of the recombination cross section with the returning electron. However, as mentioned before, HG generation in clusters containing a large number of atomic particles can be restricted by atomic absorption of the generated harmonic waves.
The uncertainty of the exact mechanism of HHG from clusters has previously been outlined in a few papers [20, [41] [42] [43] . Among the considered channels, ionization and recombination to the same atom, to the neighboring ions, and to the whole nanoparticle have been proposed. In particular, Ruf et al. [20] attributed HHG in Kr clusters to a mechanism in which delocalized electrons tunnel form a cluster and recollide coherently with the whole cluster. Notice that the experiments with gas clusters have revealed a difficulty in disentangling the harmonics produced by different species (monomers and clusters of different sizes). In the meantime, our comparative studies of HHG in plasmas constituted by clusters and monomers show that, at equal experimental conditions, the latter emitters provide considerably weaker harmonic yield, thus pointing to the specific advanced properties of the clustered emitters of harmonics in the nanoparticle-containing plasmas.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have measured HHG using a 1-kHz, Ti:sapphire driving laser in plasma plumes containing Ag, Al, and Cu metal nanoparticles and have demonstrated that some of these plasma species allow the efficient conversion of the IR photons towards the short-wavelength range. This was made possible by using rotating rods targets that produced plasmas of relatively high stability under high-repetition-rate ablation. Analyses of the morphology and the absorption spectra of the ablation deposits has allowed the definition of conditions for generating plasmas containing nanoparticles of the same characteristics as the ones used as target material. We have discussed the relation between the properties of the deposits and the characteristics of the HHG spectra and the conversion efficiency. Plasmas mainly constituted by metallic clusters show higher conversion efficiency than plasmas mostly containing metallic atomic species. Some issues should be addressed to promote the robust use of this nanoparticle-containing media for generation of coherent xuv and soft x-ray radiation, mainly related with the long-range stability of the generated harmonics. However, the results herein have shown the good prospects of the method for studying the high-order optical nonlinearities of powdered media, especially those with nanoscale sizes.
